Meet the EFG Tab S Family of screens. The range consists of three brand new models with flexible functions and a clean, timeless design. A desk screen, a floor screen and a wall-mounted screen in various sizes allows you to find the perfect product for your own office space. Choose from a wide range of fabrics to create your personal solution.

"S" AS IN SILENT

The Tab S screens are designed to help meet the challenge of creating a healthy acoustic environment in the modern workplace, especially in an activity-based open-plan office. All screens have a sound-absorbing core and are tested according to industry standards. Learn more on page 10-11.
EFG Tab S Floor Screen

EFG Tab S Floor is a screen wall system for building rooms within rooms. You decide how much privacy you want in your space. EFG Tab S Floor is available in two heights and five widths. The flexibility of the system offers a large variety of ways to build and re-build your own space as demands change over time. The system is available in two heights, five widths and can be configured at angles of 90, 120 or 180 degrees, straight, T- or X-connection.
EFG TAB S DESK SCREEN

EFG Tab S Desk is a classic desk screen. It is available in eight lengths to fit almost every workstation possible - there is a size for every need. It can be mounted on the front or side of the table top, as a divider and sound-absorbent.
EFG Tab S Wall screen is a wall-mounted screen with the same sound-absorbing features as the other Tab S models. Your workstation can be placed against the wall in front of the screen, or it can be used as a sound-absorbing accessory. Tab S Wall is available in seven widths and one height, perfectly matched to your workplace.
“S” AS IN SOUND ABSORPTION

Creating a healthy sound environment is vital to maintaining productivity in the flexible and activity-based workplace. Interruptions and disturbing noise, especially from human voices, can reduce the level of job performance significantly. Since we can not turn our ears off, smart office design as well as quality sound-absorbing products are key success factors.

The Tab S family of screens are designed with acoustics in mind. They have a sound-absorbing core made of polyester fibre and polyester textile.

Sound absorbing facts for the EFG Tab S Family:

- Thickness in standard version 45 mm
- Core of sound absorbing polyester fiber with polyether surface layer
- Tested according to EN 1023 part 1-3 Acoustics tested according to ISO 354 and SS 25269
- EFG Tab S can be manufactured with thickness 80 mm. Screen 1600 x 1600 x 80 mm has been tested and evaluated according to NT ACOU 085, absorption class A

SOUND ABSORPTION TEST

The absorption measurements are performed according to the standard SS-EN ISO 354:2003. The measurements are made with three speaker positions and four microphone positions. The results for sound absorption area are evaluated according to SS 25269:2013. The test specimen area for three of the objects fulfils the requirements in SS EN ISO 354:2003.

N10 SOUND ABSORPTION TEST

N10 is a new measure that can be used to set adequate sound absorption requirements, primarily for floor screens and desk screens if they are aimed to be used as efficient sound absorbers in a room.

The value might be less important if their use is mainly visual barriers in a room or an open plan office where the acoustics already have been taken care of. The number is also useful for any other products that are marketed as individual objects, eg: sofas, chairs and discrete wall absorbers.

N10 is a single number that evaluates a product’s sound absorbing efficiency for speech sounds. In words, it is the number of objects required to obtain an area of 10 square meters of effective sound absorption for speech.
PRODUCT OVERVIEW

100 STANDARD COLOURS ARE JUST A FEW OF YOUR OPTIONS

METAL
- WHITE (Z4)
- BLACK STRUCTURE (24)
- DARK GREY METALLIC STRUCTURE (26)
TAB S FLOOR - CONNECTIONS

120 Degree Connection
A29H46

120 Degree Connection
A29H46

Straight Connection
A29H42

90 Degree Connection
A29H45

Regular Feet

Bracket Fitting

Small Feet

Regular Feet

Small Feet
ADD ACCESSORIES

Don’t forget to include EFG Add – From memo boards and paper holders to mirrors, hangers, shelves and cable trays. Most of the accessories are simply hung across the edge of the screen and may be moved around or taken to the next workstation without leaving a mark.

WELCOMING KIT
- EFG ADD COAT HANGER KIT ROUND OR SQUARE
- EFG Add Base
- 2 x EFG Add Coat Hanger
- 4 x EFG Add Hook
- EFG ADD MIRROR KIT ROUND OR SQUARE
- EFG Add Base
- EFG Add Mirror
- EFG Add Hook
- EFG ADD NAMETAG KIT ROUND OR SQUARE
- 5 x EFG Add Nametag

SHARING KIT
- EFG ADD NOTEBOARD KIT ROUND OR SQUARE
- EFG Add Base
- EFG Add Noteboard
- Whiteboard Pen Kit
- EFG ADD MAGAZINE HOLDER KIT ROUND OR SQUARE
- EFG Add Base
- 4 x EFG Add Magazine Holder
- 4 x EFG Add Hook
- EFG ADD SHELF KIT
- EFG Add Shelf
- EFG Add Geometrics

ORGANIZING KIT
- EFG ADD MEMO KIT ROUND OR SQUARE
- EFG Add Base
- EFG Add Memo
- EFG Add Hook
- EFG Add Pentray
- Whiteboard Pen Kit
- EFG Add Pin Kit
- EFG ADD PAPER KIT ROUND OR SQUARE
- EFG Add Base
- EFG Add Holder
- EFG Add Hook
- EFG Add Pentray
- EFG ADD BUTLER KIT
- EFG Add Butler
- EFG Add Geometrics
- EFG ADD STACK KIT
- EFG Add Base
- EFG ADD CABLETRAY
- EFG Add Cabletray

EFG ADD HOOK KIT
- EFG Add Base
- EFG Add Hook

EFG ADD PAPER KIT
- EFG Add Base
- EFG Add Holder
- EFG Add Pentray

EFG ADD STACK KIT
- EFG Add Base
- EFG Add Geometrics
EFG (European Furniture Group) is a leading European supplier of flexible interior solutions for offices and public environments with added values that build image and increase performance. EFG meets unique demands and needs by offering a complete range of furniture with design, sustainability and flexibility in focus. EFG is represented all over Sweden and in major parts of Europe.

www.efg.info